Today's tip is all about Foundations and color transferring onto clothes.... Boooo!
Well, lets be realistic. It's very hard to keep foundation and Powder from marking ALL shirts.

What's with the CC Creams?? Again, lets be smarter then the PRODUCT!
CC Cream means-- Complexion Corrector Meaning--- Color Corrector Meaning--- there's a good amount of pigment in this product in order to balance out unwanted pigment! Instead of thinking..... I need a new Foundation or a New Makeup line!
Use other Products to help out the situation!

Best recommendation!
Use CC Cream as your Primer under makeup! Use normal Foundation over top (rather its powder liquid or cream) Now take a small, tiny amount of Translucent Powder and blend over the WHOLE FACE!
Now Spray a light most of Finishing Spray all over the face minus the Eye area!
Last but not least... Once the face feels dry.... Use a soft paper towel or tissue paper (NOT TOILET PAPER) and blot the face and neck! Repeat with Translucent Powder and Finishing Spray if needed!

This is used on EVERYONE put in front of a TV Camera!
This way the Actor, Anchor, Talent can move around, huh, touch without leaving traces of their makeup!
LOVE THIS TRICK!!!!